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• Core Requirements
• Adopted annually
• May be a multi-year plan if it is evaluated annually
• May be part of a comprehensive plan

• Required Elements
• Needs analysis
• Goals, objectives, strategies, activities, and evaluation process
• Various descriptions (PD opportunities, alignment with standards,
Mentoring, ENL, Technology, etc.)

The Same

• Continuing Teacher and Leader Education
(CTLE)
• Annual School Violence Prevention and Mental
Health Training
• Multi Year Plan
• Layout of Goals

Different

• Annual Professional Development Plan
• Instructional Technology Plan
• Focus: District Improvement Plan
• Focus: School Improvement Plan
• Building Instructional Council (BIC) Plans
• QIC & Leadership Action Plans

Synthesizing

Professional Development Plan

• Summer Leadership, QIC, Building Teams
•Review New Data
•Evaluate Progress on Board Goal Action Items
•Re-evaluate through the DTSDE Rubric &
Tenets
•Report out & recommend modifications

• Continuous Improvement Plan
•Board Goal Action Item Tables

Evaluation
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Grade Level
Student is Going
Into

1st
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Penn Yan Central School District

Professional Development Plan
September 2016 - August 2019
Reviewed and Approved Annually
“The purpose of the plan shall be to improve the quality of teaching and learning by ensuring that teachers
participate in substantial professional development in order that they remain current with their profession and
meet the learning needs of their students.”
Part 100.2 of the Regulations of the Commissioner of Education.
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Membership of the 2016 Professional Development Planning Team
Katie Bailey
Gregory Baker
Stacey Barden
Liz Brown
Joanne Canty
Jen Chaffee
Brian Cobb
Adina Collins
Connie Covert
Kelly Dallos
Liz DeMaria
Howard Dennis
Lisa Dinehart
Kerry Fitch
Edward Foote
Lisa Garvey
Karen Groet
Minnie Groom
Kathy Guenther
Christine Hallings
Kelley Johnson
Tim Johnson
Jessica Kinsey
Warren Kinsey
John Kriese
Melissa Lamphier
Sharon Leach
Faith Lewis
Jon MacKerchar
Rachel Nelson
Betsy Oster
Rebecca Perrault
Dave Pullen
Beth Rasmussen
Pam Simmons
Jeanette Simpson
Jennifer Smart
Tobin Tansey
Judith Willing

Teacher-Penn Yan Elementary
Assistant Superintendent for Instruction and Staff Development
Director of Student Support Services
Teacher-Penn Yan Middle School
Guidance Counselor-Penn Yan Middle School
Teacher-Penn Yan Middle School / Penn Yan Academy
Teacher-Penn Yan Academy
Teacher-Penn Yan Elementary
Social Worker-Penn Yan Academy
Assistant Principal-Penn Yan Elementary
Teacher-Penn Yan Elementary / Penn Yan Academy
Superintendent of Schools
Teacher-Penn Yan Elementary
Staff Developer
Principal-Penn Yan Elementary School
Teacher-Penn Yan Middle School
Teacher-Penn Yan Elementary
Teacher-Penn Yan Middle School
Member-Board of Education
Staff Developer
Principal-Penn Yan Middle School
Teacher-Penn Yan Academy
Teacher-Penn Yan Academy
Assistant Principal-Penn Yan Academy
Teacher-Penn Yan Academy
Teacher-Penn Yan Middle School
Teacher-Penn Yan Elementary
Teacher-Penn Yan Middle School
Teacher-Penn Yan Academy
Teacher-Penn Yan Elementary
Teacher-Penn Yan Academy
Director of District Data
Principal-Penn Yan Academy
Teacher-Penn Yan Elementary
Library/Media Dept. Chair-Penn Yan Elementary
Teacher-Penn Yan Elementary
Teacher-Penn Yan Elementary
Assistant Principal-Penn Yan Academy
Teacher-Penn Yan Academy

The Penn Yan Central School District has one elementary building, one middle school, and one high school.
This team will coordinate the professional development offerings among these buildings. The Building Level
Instructional Councils and Building Literacy Facilitators will assist in the planning and coordination of these
activities. The Professional Development Planning Team is responsible for analyzing data, setting goals for the
plan, establishing mechanisms for evaluation of professional development, and for allocating resources to
implement the activities. This plan will be reviewed on an annual basis, and if necessary, recommended
revisions will be submitted to the Board of Education.
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Introduction
Goal
The goal of the Professional Development Plan in PYCSD is to ensure that all instructional and administrative
staff continue to grow and learn professionally so that all students continue to grow and learn.
Beliefs About Professional Development: We Believe…
● In a commitment to continual, purposeful, job-embedded, professional development because it directly
impacts the quality and variety of student learning opportunities.
● That data needs to be the basis for determining professional development activities and determining an
appropriate level of success.
● All people learn at different rates and in different ways.
● Instructional staff members have different educational responsibilities and skills and, therefore, have
different professional development needs.
● In professional development which offers opportunities for instructional staff to increase their knowledge in
the content area, in learning strategies, and in other non-content areas which impact teaching and learning.
● In a commitment of time, resources, and follow-up support to maximize professional development
opportunities.
● Professional development is an on-going process that must involve all instructional staff and administration.
● In providing quality professional development opportunities to newly hired staff to help to ensure their
success.
● Innovation, risk taking, and experimentation are important attributes in learning at all levels of our
organization.
● Professional development should be aligned with New York State Learning Standards.
● Professional development opportunities must be manageable, time efficient, collaborative in nature, and
evaluated.
● Professional development should be useful, practical, and related to daily responsibilities which impact
student learning.
● Collegial professional development activities offer varied opportunities for collaboration and reflection,
which allow educators to build a professional community of learners.
District Resources to Support the Professional Development Plan
Examples include, but are not limited to:
Time: release time, faculty meetings, department meetings, grade level meetings, conference days, after school
workshops, study groups and summer work.
Human Resources: in-district trainers, department and grade level chairs, coordinators, directors, administrators,
safety coordinator, and other in-house talents.
External Providers: BOCES, Teacher Center, RSE-TASC, Program Networks, Institutions of Higher Education,
Workforce Development Team, consultants, conferences, workshops, parents, community-based groups, and all
other entities that become sponsors through approval by the NYSED. Addendum A will be completed if/when
Penn Yan CSD identifies Unapproved CTLE Providers to use for Professional Development Opportunities. At
this time, Penn Yan CSD is not planning to contract with any unapproved CTLE providers.
Fiscal Resources: grants, title monies, and general operating funds.
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New York State Professional Development Standards
We strive to provide professional development in alignment with the New York State Professional Development
Standards (http://www.highered.nysed.gov/tcert/pdf/pdstds.pdf):
1. Designing Professional Development: Professional development design is based on data; is derived
from the experience, expertise and needs of the recipients; reflects best practices in sustained
job-embedded learning; and incorporates knowledge of how adults learn.
2. Content Knowledge and Quality Teaching: Professional development expands educators’ content
knowledge and the knowledge and skills necessary to provide developmentally appropriate instructional
strategies and assess student progress.
3. Research-based Professional Learning: Professional development is research-based and provides
educators with opportunities to analyze, apply, and engage in research.
4. Collaboration: Professional development ensures that educators have the knowledge, skill, and
opportunity to collaborate in a respectful and trusting environment.
5. Diverse Learning: Professional development ensures that educators have the knowledge and skills to
meet the diverse learning needs of all students.
6. Student Learning Environments: Professional development ensures that educators are able to create
safe, secure, supportive, and equitable learning environments for all students.
7. Parent, Family, and Community Engagement: Professional development ensures that educators have
the knowledge, skill, and opportunity to engage and collaborate with parents, families, and other
community members as active partners in their children’s education.
8. Data-driven Professional Practice: Professional development uses disaggregated student data and
other evidence of student learning to determine professional development learning needs and priorities,
to monitor student progress, and to help sustain continuous professional growth.
9. Technology: Professional development promotes technological literacy and facilitates the effective use
of all appropriate technology.
10. Evaluation: Professional development is evaluated using multiple sources of information to assess its
effectiveness in improving professional practice and student learning.
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Regulatory Provisions
Continuing Teacher and Leader Education (CTLE)
As of July 1, 2016, the law requiring 175 hours for certain certification holders has changed to 100 hours with
more specifics related to approved activities and sponsors. A full list of registration and CTLE requirements by
certification type and employment status can be found below:
Registration and CTLE Requirements
Certificate Type

Employment Status

Registration
Requirements

CTLE Requirements

Permanent Certificate Holders
PERMANENT Classroom
Teacher/School Leader

Practicing in a NYS school
district or BOCES

PERMANENT Classroom
Teacher/School Leader

NOT practicing in a NYS
school district or BOCES

PERMANENT Pupil Personnel Services
(PPS) such as School Attendance
Teachers, School Counselors, School
Psychologists, School Social Workers,
School Dental Hygiene Teachers and
School Nurse Teachers

Active registration is
required
May choose “INACTIVE”
status for their registration

Practicing OR NOT practicing
in a NYS school district or
BOCES

NOT subject to
registration

NOT subject to CTLE

NOT subject to CTLE

NOT subject to
CTLE

Professional Certificate Holders
PROFESSIONAL Classroom
Teacher/School Leader

Practicing in a NYS school
district or BOCES

PROFESSIONAL Classroom
Teacher/School Leader

NOT practicing in a NYS
school district or BOCES

Active registration is
required
May choose “INACTIVE”
status for their registration

100 hours of CTLE
is required during
every five year
registration period
NOT subject to
CTLE if INACTIVE

Teaching Assistant Certificate Holders
Level III Teaching Assistant

Practicing in a NYS school
district or BOCES

Level III Teaching Assistant

NOT practicing in a NYS
school district or BOCES

Continuing Teaching Assistant

Level I, Level I Renewal, Level II
Teaching Assistants

Active registration is
required

May choose “INACTIVE”
status for their registration

Practicing OR NOT practicing
in a NYS school district or
BOCES

NOT subject to
registration

Practicing OR NOT practicing
in a NYS school district or
BOCES

NOT subject to
registration

100 hours of CTLE
is required during
every five year
registration period
NOT subject to
CTLE if INACTIVE
NOT subject to
CTLE
NOT subject to
CTLE

Other Certificate Holders
Practicing OR NOT practicing
in a NYS school district or
BOCES

NOT subject to
registration

Provisional Classroom Teacher or
Provisional School
Administrator/Supervisor

Practicing OR NOT practicing
in a NYS school district or
BOCES

NOT subject to
registration

Provisional Pupil Personnel
Services (PPS)

Practicing OR NOT practicing
in a NYS school district or
BOCES

NOT subject to
registration

Initial Classroom Teacher/School Leader

NOT subject to
CTLE
NOT subject to
CTLE
NOT subject to
CTLE
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Approved Sponsors
NYSED law requires the Department to approve all CTLE sponsors. Penn Yan CSD, along with other
NYS school districts and BOCES will submit their professional development plan and attest that their plan is
consistent with 100.2(dd) of the Commissioner’s Regulations and that they meet the requirements of Subpart
80-6 for approved CTLE. Other entities that may become sponsors include: Teacher centers, NYS institutes of
higher education, Professional organizations and unions and any other entity approved by the Department.
Professional development plans should include a list of contracted entities or individuals that will provide
CTLE on behalf of the school district. Penn Yan CSD will contract with the following individuals or entities to
provide CTLE hours on behalf of the school district:
● Penn Yan CSD
● WFL BOCES
● All other school districts, BOCES, Teacher Center, RSE-TASC, Program Networks, Institutions of
Higher Education, and all other entities that become sponsors through approval by the NYSED.
● Addendum: A will be completed if/when Penn Yan CSD identifies Unapproved CTLE Providers to use
for Professional Development Opportunities. At this time, Penn Yan CSD is not planning to contract
with any unapproved CTLE providers.
Additional Certificate Holder Responsibilities
Certificate holders will attest to the number of hours completed annually through the TEACH system
which must include name of course, focus of course, sponsor of course, and clock hours. Additionally, as
individuals, certificate holders must maintain a record of completed CTLE for their 5 year cycle and 2 years
thereafter, which include:
● Title of Program
● Total number of hours completed
● Number of hours completed in language acquisition for ELL students (possible waiver exemption)
● Sponsor’s name and identifying number
● Attendance verification
● Date and location of program
Acceptable CTLE
Acceptable CTLE must be conducted through activities designed to improve the teacher or leader’s
pedagogical and/or leadership skills, targeted at improving student performance, including but not limited to
formal CTLE activities. Such activities shall promote the professionalization of teaching and educational
leadership, as applicable, and be closely aligned to district goals for student performance. Acceptable CTLE
must be taken from a sponsor approved by the Department and shall be study in the content area of any
certificate title held by the individual or in pedagogy, and include any required study in language acquisition
addressing the needs of English language learners as described in section 80-6.3 of Commissioner’s
Regulations.
School Violence Prevention and Intervention Training
The Penn Yan Central School District is committed to hiring teachers who have fulfilled the
requirements of certification, including participation in workshops covering school prevention and intervention.
Such workshops shall consist of at least two clock hours of training that includes but is not limited to, study in
the warning signs within a developmental and social context that relate to violence and other troubling
behaviors in children; the statutes, regulations, and policies relating to a safe nonviolent school climate;
effective classroom management techniques and other academic supports that promote a nonviolent school
climate and enhance learning; the integration of social and problem solving skill development for students
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within the regular curriculum; intervention techniques designed to address a school violence situation; and how
to participate in an effective school/community referral process for students exhibiting violent behavior.
Upon request or determination of necessity, Penn Yan CSD will provide refreshers on school violence
prevention and intervention. In instructional settings, Penn Yan CSD will also utilize the interpersonal violence
prevention education package provided by the State Education Department. These materials will be
incorporated as part of the health or other related curricula or programs for students in grades K through 12.
A district-wide safety team representing all stakeholders will meet to regularly revise relevant documents. The
district provides yearly violence training for all staff and drill procedures including fire, sheltering, Emergency
Response Procedures, and evacuation. The district provides First Aid and AED training throughout the year.
The district intends to explore other possible trainings to ensure the safety of our students and train our staff in
how to react to unsafe situations.
APPR
The Annual Professional Performance Review (APPR) process at Penn Yan Central School District is
designed to encourage the continuous growth of teachers as reflective self-directed professionals. This process
was developed jointly by teachers and administrators to provide both rigor and flexibility for educators.
Because the focus is on personal professional growth, it is important to assess not only teaching effectiveness
but the ability to self-reflect and improve one’s own practice independently. Ongoing data collection, feedback,
and coaching are integral components of the collaborative relationships between teachers and administrators.
Staff Developer / Mentoring
The Penn Yan Central School District mentoring program consists of two full-time and one half-time
staff developer positions. The role of these staff members is to support pre-tenured teachers and teacher
assistants to become successful in their classrooms and understand the culture of the Penn Yan School District.
The purpose of the program is to ease the transition for new teachers into the district, increase staff retention,
and improve the skills of the new teachers. Improving student achievement is the ultimate goal of any work
done within the district. All pre-tenure teachers, teacher assistants, and long-term substitutes from Pre-K
through twelfth grade in the Penn Yan Central School District are included. The program includes a first year
track and a second and third year track. The staff developers are also responsible for providing professional
development experiences for all Penn Yan Central School District staff members, including Level III Teaching
Assistants, as deemed by state mandates and multiple, ongoing sources of feedback. This includes grade level
specific professional development as articulated by the grade level or individual teacher. These staff members
also coordinate the Literacy Team in each building and facilitate K-12 curriculum development.
English as a New Language (ENL)
The Penn Yan Central School District has historically had fewer than 30 English Language Learners
enrolled. As prescribed in the Commissioner’s Regulations, the District has annually requested permission, and
been approved for an exemption from the professional development requirements identified in 100.2(dd).
Regardless, the District has made ENL specific professional development opportunities available to its staff.
Technology
The Penn Yan Central School District staff supports the integration of appropriate technology into the
academic program. The Instructional Technology Steering Committee is a representative group who collects
data, conducts research and determines best practices for PYCSD. The belief in the importance of technology is
outlined in the PYCSD Technology Plan. This plan includes the following Professional Development Goals:
●

Provide staff a specific system for acquiring Technology (Hardware or Software).
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●
●

Provide student centered instruction that safely initiatives authentic, collaborative problem solving.
Provide all staff relevant professional development on technology integration.

These goals are further detailed into action steps in the Technology Plan.
Whole Child
The Penn Yan Central School District is dedicated to the development of the whole child. Professional
Development support is given through the offering of trainings in The Leader in Me, Responsive Classroom,
Camp Choices, Natural Helpers and CPI among others.
Wellness
Professional development activities for staff and student awareness training will be provided, as
appropriate, on the goals of the District's Wellness Program, including activities/programs for the development
of healthy eating habits and the incorporation of physical activity as part of a comprehensive healthy lifestyle.
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2016-2019 Goals for Professional Development at the Penn Yan Central School District
Board of Education Goal
Improve Academic Performance and
Achievement.

Strategic Areas
Develop and support teaching and
learning, curriculum, and leadership.

Promote the Advancement of the
Whole Child.

Student social, emotional, and physical
development health.

Enhance Student Opportunities.

District and school practices that
maintain and explore new curricular
and extracurricular possibilities.
Family and community engagement.

Enhance School-Parent-Community
Partnerships.
Fiscal Responsibility for Long-Term
Sustainability.

District and School structures that
assess and deploy resources based on
equitability and need.

Impact
All students reach their full potential
toward college or career goals through
consistently rigorous learning
opportunities.
Students receive supports that
appropriately address their needs and
as a result, student achievement
increases.
Opportunities result in school
improvement and high levels of
success for all students
Collaborative partnerships that
guarantee the success of our students.
World-class programs that result in
school improvement while being
mindful of the economic climate.

These goals have been created and/or redefined from earlier Professional Development Plans based on: a review
of the data sources listed, mandates from the State Education Department, and the evaluation of last year’s
Professional Development Plan goals and action plans. The pages following lay out a more detailed action plan
for each goal through a multi-year Continuous Improvement Plan. The multi-year Continuous Improvement
Plan, each individual goal, along with the relevant action item will be reviewed and evaluated on a regular basis
and annually at the summer QIC meeting through collaboratively identified data sets and the DTSDE rubric.
Professional Development Evaluation
As in-house workshops were attended, participants completed these forms and trainers have reviewed the
responses. The Leadership Team and Staff Developers also reviewed the completed evaluations in order to
determine the need for follow-up or discontinuation of a workshop.
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Penn Yan Central School District Continuous Improvement Plan
Goals & Professional Development
Board of Education Goal: Improve Academic Performance and Achievement.
Strategic Areas: Develop and support teaching and learning, curriculum, and leadership.
Impact: All students reach their full potential toward college or career goals through consistently rigorous
learning opportunities.
Action Item

Desired Outcome

Time Frame

Person(s)
Responsible

Improve Literacy Achievement.

Implement Units of Study and
BLF focused work.

2016-2019

Principals
Staff Developers

Monitor the Freshman Academy and
establish the Academic Learning
Center.

Implemented and evaluated at
PYA.

2016-2020

PYA Principal

Leadership Walks with
Collaboratively Developed Walk
Through Tool.

On-going targeted feedback
2016-2019
and PD based on walkthroughs.

Leadership Team

Annual DTSDE Rubric Review.

Annual review of progress and
potential revisions to this plan.

2016-2019

QIC

Integrate Instructional Technology to
Enhance Student Centered
Instruction

Student centered instruction
supported by the core four
(integrated digital content,
targeted instruction, student
reflection and ownership, and
data driven decisions).

2016-2019

Technology
Committee
Principals

Further Define Mission and Vision
Statements

Define Mission, Vision, and
Core Commitments

2017-2019

Superintendent
Principals
QIC

Develop PYCSD Data Dashboard.

Data dashboard developed

2016-2019

District Data
Director

Provide All Staff Relevant
Professional Development through
multiple delivery modes.

All staff participate in relevant
professional development
ranging from department
Content to Google to Social
Emotional Interventions.

2016-2019

ASI
Staff Developers
Technology
Committee

Implement PYE Bridges Program.

Program implemented and
evaluated.

2016-2018

Director of Student
Support Services
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Board of Education Goal: Promote the Advancement of the Whole Child.
Strategic Areas: Student social, emotional, and physical development health.
Impact: Students receive supports that appropriately address their needs and as a result, student achievement
increases.
Action Item

Desired Outcome

Time Frame

Person(s)
Responsible

Develop Comprehensive K-12
School Counseling Plan.

Plan is adopted by the Board of
Education.

2016-2019

Guidance
Department Chairs

Implement Family Counseling
Centers.

Family Counseling Centers are
established in Penn Yan.

2016-2017

District Data
Director

Expand PYMS Social Emotional
Developmental Health RTI Process.

Social Emotional
Developmental Health RTI
Process Expanded Grades 6-8.

2016-2019

PYMS Principal

Review Special Education
Continuum of Services PK-21.

Make modifications to
Continuum if appropriate.

2016-2019

Director of Student
Support Services

Review RTI Process K-12.

Make modifications to align
K-12 Processes if appropriate.

2017-2019

ASI

Strengthen PYE Social Emotional
Approaches with Students

Coupling of habits and
strategies from Leader in Me &
Responsive Classroom.

2016-2019

PYE Principal

“Soft Landing” PYE Social Skills
Program

Program implemented and
evaluated.

2016-2018

PYE Principal
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Board of Education Goal: Enhance Student Opportunities
Strategic Areas: District and school practices that maintain and explore new curricular and extracurricular
possibilities.
Impact: Opportunities result in school improvement and high levels of success for all students.
Action Item

Desired Outcome

Time Frame

Person(s)
Responsible

Implement the K-5 Extended School
Day Grant Program.

Program implemented.

2016-2021

ASI

Explore New Grant Opportunities.

Apply for grants as appropriate.

2016-2019

ASI

Implement Athletic Code of Conduct
Revisions.

Revisions implemented and
evaluated.

2016-2018

Athletic Director

Implement Career Development and
Occupational Studies (CDOS)
Opportunities.

CDOS opportunities developed
and implemented.

2016-2019

Director of Student
Support Services
PYA Principal
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Board of Education Goal: Enhance School-Parent-Community Partnerships
Strategic Areas: Family and community engagement
Impact: Collaborative partnerships that guarantee the success of our students
Action Item

Desired Outcome

Time Frame

Person(s)
Responsible

Assess current levels of
communication and preferred
methods of communication and
Parent Education.

Survey implemented.

2016-2017

ASI

Develop District Wide
Communication Expectations.

Expectations implemented.

2016-2017

ASI

Develop a PYCSD Public Relations
Plan.

Plan is approved by the Board
of Education.

2017-2018

ASI

Expand online presence / system to
celebrate our successes and
develop additional two way
communication opportunities.

Website, Facebook, Twitter, etc. 2017-2019
systemically used to
communicate and celebrate.

ASI

Three expanded Parent Education
Opportunities per building annually
based on in-demand topics.

Expanded or new Parent
Education opportunities through
multiple modes based on
feedback from parents and the
community.

ASI

2018-2019
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Board of Education Goal: Fiscal Responsibility for Long-Term Sustainability.
Strategic Areas: District and School structures that assess and deploy resources based on equitability and
need.
Impact: World-class programs that result in school improvement while being mindful of the economic climate.
Action Item

Desired Outcome

Time Frame

Person(s)
Responsible

Develop Smart Schools Bond Act
Requests.

Requests approved by NYSED.

2016-2019

ASI

Implement Long Range Capital
Improvement Project

Applicable phases of the
Capital Project are completed.

2016-2019

Superintendent

Review Annual Budget
Development Process.

Make modifications to Process
if appropriate.

2016-2018

ASB

Review E-mail and Learning
Management Systems

Recommend modifications if
appropriate.

2016-2019

Technology
Committee

Transition from two e-mail
systems to one, which is
Google Based.
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Data Analyzed to Create Goals
The goals for the district Professional Development Plan were created based on the analysis of the following
sources:
● Academic Achievement Data in Numerous Forms
● State Assessment Data
● Graduation Rate
● Chronic Absenteeism Rates
● New Teacher Surveys
● School Report Card
● DTSDE Rubric District Self-Review
● DTSDE Rubric School Self-Review
The longitudinal reports referenced above can be found at the below links:
● Penn Yan Elementary Historical Data
● Penn Yan Middle School Historical Data
● Penn Yan Academy Historical Data
● Grades 3-8 ELA/Math Science Historical Data
● Regents Exams Historical Data
● Penn Yan CSD NYS School Report Card
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Addendum A: Unapproved CTLE Providers
Addendum A will be completed if/when Penn Yan CSD identifies Unapproved CTLE Providers to use for Professional Development
Opportunities. At this time, Penn Yan CSD is not planning to contract with any unapproved CTLE providers.

Name/Title

Topic
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Statement of Assurances
The Superintendent certifies that:
● Planning, implementation and evaluation of the professional development plans were conducted by a
professional development team that included teachers, administrators, and others identified in the plan.
● The plan focuses on improving student performance and teacher practice as identified through data
analysis.
● The plan describes professional development that:
-Is aligned with state content and student performance standards;
-Is articulated within and across grade levels; is continuous and sustained;
-Indicates how classroom instruction and teacher practice will be improved and assessed;
-Indicates how each teacher in the district will participate; and
-Reflects congruence between student and teacher needs and district goals and objectives
● The plan indicates an evaluation of the effectiveness of the professional development and a mechanism
to adjust activities based upon the evaluation.
● The plan or the annual update to the plan was adopted at a public meeting by the Board of Education.

_____________________________________________________________________
Signature (Superintendent of Schools)
Date: _________________________________________
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